Medical mounting solutions from CIM med® receive
accolade
Munich, 08. May 2017. The height-adjustable S-series mounting
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solutions from CIM med® have been rated as the best in the category
of medical technology by the INDUSTRIEPREIS 2017 AWARD TEAM –
and are now entitled to carry the corresponding certificate and logo.
This award recognises especially advanced products that have a
considerable level of economic, social, technological and ecological
benefit.
The new S-series won over the judges with its optimised design, its
user-friendly installation as well as the Cable Integration System (CIS).
The CIS, was developed by CIM med® and raises the standard of
bedside care by protecting the cables supplying power and data to the
patient monitor. It ensures a flawless connections, and also offers huge
advantages in terms of hygiene and infection prevention. Germs are
unable to settle on exposed sections of cable and the sleek design of
the arms allows gives large one-wipe surface areas for ease of
cleaning. All CIM med® products, this generation is EN60601 compliant
and benefits from a maximum carrying capacity of 22 kilos.
The arms boast a customisable internal rotation stop at every pivot
point, making it possible to limit the arms range to suit its use and
environment. It is particularly useful when used in anaesthesia, to
assist in stability.
The use of the most modern aluminium alloy also reduces the weight
of the arms considerably. This also helps with the stability testing of
mounts placed on carts as well as reducing transportation costs for
delivery. It all adds to the “green thinking” behind the product.
Managing Director Manuela Deverill is very pleased about having been
awarded the prize, “Because the INDUSTRIEPREIS 2017 AWARD

rewards products that offer maximum customer benefit and reflects
our high aspirations regarding quality and innovation. We consistently
aim to align the development of our products to the requirements of
the customer and the market. We are absolutely dedicated to raising
the clinical standards of medical mounting solutions. It’s fantastic to
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have this recognised by such a prestigious body”
This means that this year, CIM med GmbH is already able to boast two
significant awards. In January the international renowned Munichbased company was awarded the latest ISO 13485:2016 accreditation
making them one of the first to have implemented the strict
requirements of the new standard in its management system.
(This press release has 2,414 characters including spaces and headings)

About CIM med GmbH:
CIM med GmbH, founded 2007 in Munich, develops, designs,
manufactures and markets customised medical carrier systems
worldwide. The quality products of CIM med® are used in critical areas
such as operating rooms, intensive care units, recovery and emergency
departments. Customers of CIM med® include the major international
manufacturers in the field of medical technology. CIM med® as an
OEM supplier provides them with both tailor-made and standard
solutions for stationary or mobile mounting of patientmonitors, PACS
screens and anaesthesia solutions. CIM med are the market leaders for
supplying systems with integrated cable routing. They were the first to
provide total cable integration in to medical mounts whereby all cables
providing power and data run inside the product. The high quality of
the CIM med products is emphasised with the label “Made in
Germany”. All stages from product development to production are
performed at their headquarters in Munich.
In addition to the product portfolio CIM med® also offers
comprehensive service and regards itself as a customer-oriented
solution provider. Services include: Development, project planning and
installation on site.
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